Basic Gameplay

1st Phase (Pre Competition)
1. Each player begins the game by drawing 5 cards. This is called the Draw Step.
2. From the initial 5 card draw, each player must at least have 1 athlete to begin the game.
3. If the initial draw does not consists of any athletes, that player is allowed to discard 2 cards

to draw a card. The process is repeated until the player has no cards or is unable to discard.

2nd Phase (Competition)
1. To begin the round, each player will play a athlete card face down in the arena zone with up
to 2 supporting cards behind the athlete.

2. Supporting cards can consist of Equipment cards, Skill Cards, Tactic Cards or Athlete Cards.
However only different Equipment cards, Skill Cards and Tactic Cards can be revealed to
boost your athlete.
3. Once both players has completed in placing their cards in the arena. The battle begins.
4. Players begin by revealing their athlete cards. Cards will battle each other based on Power
and Stamina of the athletes.
5. After revealing the athletes, players will progress to the Support Step.
6. Each round will consists of 2 Support Steps where players may reveal a support card

together.
7. Players can only reveal one support card during each step.
8. During the each support phase players may choose to reveal a support card. Players can
choose not to reveal a support card during this step.
9. After the support step players will enter the Result Phase

3rd Phase (Result)
1. During the result phase, players will compare their athletes’ power and toughness including
the boosts they receive from their support cards.
2. A players receives a win when his/her athlete defeats their opponents’ athlete without their
athlete being defeated. If both athletes are defeated then the round is considered a draw.
3. Any unrevealed support card in the competition phase must be returned to the owner’s
hand.
4. Winning athletes will be placed in the Winners Circle to signify the number of wins.
5. After each round, each player draws cards until there are 5 cards and begins the next round.

FAQ
Q. What if I run out of cards in my deck?
A. Should a player run out of cards in their deck, the player must reshuffle the used cards back
into their deck and draw until there are 5 cards in hand. Athletes in the Winners Circle are
not allowed to be shuffled back into the library.
Q. What if I do not have the cards required to start a necessary Competition Phase?
A. A player is allowed to discard 2 cards from hand to draw a card from the deck. This must be
performed after the draw step and before the competition phase. A player is required to
have at least 1 athlete card in hand to qualify for the Competition Phase. Should a player fail
to qualify for the Competition Phase, the opponent will be granted with 1 win. The losing
player is required to discard the current hand, shuffle the deck and draw 5 cards.

